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The durable and convenient Texas EasyToFold state map will take all the wear and tear your

journey can dish out. The heavy-duty laminated design allows you to mark your route, make notes,

then wipe the surface clean for further use. This is a must-have for navigation whether you're a state

resident or just passing through.  Easy to fold means no fumbling Heavy-duty lamination allows you

to write on, wipe off Durable and tear resistant Folds to display individual map sections Full-color

maps with enhanced cartography Clearly indicated highways, county boundaries, points of interest,

and more Quick-reference legend and city index

Map
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I love how this is divided into sections so you can see one area at a time on one side and most of

the state on the other side (they NEVER make the maps big enough for Texas to fit on one side). It

has a nice finish so after your roadtrip, and after marking your route, you can clean it off. You don't

have to worry about a huge map that will say forever rumpled, torn, and creased. The map also has

good markings as to points of interest.

The map is really small and the detail is difficult to read. I had an earlier version that had less detail

and was easier to use.

I bought this on a whim - after all how many ways can you spell Fort Worth or Dallas? Turned out to

be a good sized, fold up highway map of Texas that is laminated. I got it to keep in the glove box



should my GPS ever stop working. This is similar to the maps that you get at AAA or that used to be

for free, many, many years ago, from gas stations. Well worth the $3.18 cost.

This is a standard size folding map. The writing is small because fitting the entire state of Texas on

a standard map is crowded, therefore; those who cannot adjust their eyesight to 20/20 should look

for a large print map.The map includes all the important information the average traveler is looking

for. It does fold easily and neatly down to the specific area where your information is located. I didn't

count them but the map includes at least 7, and maybe 8 or more, city maps (DFW, Austin, San

Antonio, Waco, and several others).The only downside I can see to the map is the smaller print and

this can be adjusted for. (Though, I probably wouldn't try and read this, or any other, map while

driving.)Shipping was incredible as I received this the very next day without the one-day delivery

charge, I realize that this may not happen for everyone but I was dutifully impressed.

The best maps on the market. This saved our bacon on a tour of Route 66. There are gaps in the

map where the fold lines appear, but they are hardly noticeable after a while.

Nice map, if you can read it. Way too small to be practical. Laminate is nice and quality is great, but,

if you can't read it with a magnifying glass then it's pretty pointless. And this map requires a

magnifying glass.

Exactly what I need for my road trip in case my GPS or phone can't get a connection. This situation

came up last year,

Great waterproof map. Exactly what I was looking for. But do yourself a favor, and buy a magnifying

glass with your purchase. Everything is pretty small to the naked eye.
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